Case study of radio emission beam associated to very low frequency signal recorded onboard CSES satellite
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Abstract. We report on the variation of electric power density linked to very low frequency (VLF) signal observed during the minimum of solar cycle 25. The detected VLF signal is emitted by the NWC radio station localized in the southern hemisphere, at 21.5° S and 114.2° E. We attempt in this work to quantify the beam as detected by the Electric Field Detector (EFD) instrument onboard CSES satellite. Geometrical key parameters have been considered to analysis the variation of the power density taking into consideration the distance between the satellite trajectory and the NWC station and its conjugate region. The beam behavior is found to be subject to significant disturbances in the conjugate region with the presence of signal modulations. Above the NWC transmitter station, the beam can be considered as a hollow cone but with irregularity dependence on the electric power density.

1 Introduction

The ionosphere and ground create an outstanding waveguide for the signal propagation with low attenuation in the interval 3–30 kHz. Hence, radio waves emitted in this frequency range can be detected very far from the emission sources over long-distance 5000–20 000 km (Davies, 1965). Hence, the naval communication organizations keep an amount of powerful transmitters with the aim to converse with their submarines. Whistlers produced by lightning and man-made VLF transmitters are considered as the main sources of signals at these frequencies. The lightning whistler emissions are generated by strokes that create brief pulse of electromagnetic waves where a substantial part is in the VLF range. The second emission source is signal emitted by ground-based station in VLF frequency range. Such whistler emissions can be separated in two propagation modes, a ducted one that is confined approximately along the Earth’s magnetic field (Helliwell, 1965) and unducted mode that is controlled by magnetic field and gradients of electron density (Hayakawa and Tanaka, 1978). It is important to note that both sources are considered as triggered-emission sources, or stimulated emissions, because they are caused by wave-particle interaction process (Davies, 2008). Additionally, whistler mode waves are found to interact with electrons of radiation belts leading to a scattering of these particles (Sauvaud et al., 2008).

The D-region is the layer of the ionosphere in which propagate transmitter signals and that covers almost 60–90 km in altitude (Inan et al., 2010). The main ground-based VLF transmitters operate in the frequency range 18–25 kHz, radiate powers as large as 1 MW and run almost continuously. Studies reported about high-power densities recorded above powerful transmitter stations (Parrot et al., 2009). Such enhancements occurred above the transmitter station and at conjugate point because such VLF radio waves propagate along field lines. Information about D-region can be derived from signals reflect in the daytime and nighttime, respectively, at altitudes of about 60 and 85 km. The VLF reception technique has a unique advantage the remote sensing of the lower ionosphere that is extremely high for balloons and too low for in situ satellite observations. VLF radio waves propagation features lead to one of the helpful investigations avail-
able for determining the sharpness and height of the lower part of the D-region. This has allowed to early characterize the ionosphere defined by two parameters the so-called reflection height and the exponential sharpness depending both on seasons and geographical latitudes (Thomson, 2010). In addition, it has been shown that this region is subject to disturbances related to solar X-ray flares (Feng et al., 2021; Kumar et al., 2015; Rozhnoi et al., 2019). Such solar flares increase the ionospheric electron density where propagate the VLF radio signal, and generate phase and amplitude anomalies. The interest to the solar effect on the Earth’s ionosphere increases, since few years, by the developing of VLF network towards a better spatial coverage as performed in Europe (Boudjada et al., 2012; Schwingenschuh et al., 2011). Other solar indexes were considered, like sunspots and solar radio flux, in investigating VLF radio propagation in periods of high solar activity. Hence, a correlation degree of about 40% was found between the transmitter amplitude signals and sunspot index (Boudjada et al., 2012).

In this paper, we analyse the variation of NWC transmitter signals above the ground-based station and at its conjugate point. We first describe, in Sect. 2, the electric field instrument used to record the NWC radio signal, then we report on the CSES orbits selected in this study, and we characterize the main features associated to the VLF emission beam. The main results are discussed in Sect. 3, and are summarized in Sect. 4.

2 Analysis of Very Low Frequency Radio Transmitter Signal

We investigate the North West Cape (NWC) transmitter localized in Australia (21.5° S, 114.2° E) and radiating a power of 1 MW at 19.79 kHz. The VLF radio signal has been observed by the China Seismo-Electromagnetic Satellite (CSES) during September 2019.

2.1 Electric Field Detector (EFD) onboard CSES satellite

The main objective of CSES mission is the geophysical investigation of space electromagnetic environment at an altitude of 507 km in a circular and polar sun-synchronous orbit with two local time nodes, 02:00 LT as ascending node (night-side orbit) and 14:00 LT as descending node (day-side orbit).

The high-precision magnetometer and search coil magnetometer (Schirminger et al., 2021) and Electric Field Detector (Zhang et al., 2020) perform electromagnetic measurements. EFD experiment is part of the eight scientific payloads and is devoted to a continuous survey of the electric field fluctuations at the altitudes of CSES satellite. The instrument covers four bandwidths ULF (DC–16 Hz), ELF (6 Hz–2.2 kHz), VLF (1.8–25 kHz) and HF (18 kHz–3.5 MHz) with, respectively, sampling rates of 125 Hz, 5 kHz, 50 kHz and 10 MHz. The electric signal is detected by four spherical sensors deployed at a distance of about four meters from the body of the satellite. In our paper, we emphasize on VLF electric field measurements derived from the electric potentials of Sensors A and B and the distance between both probes (Huang et al., 2018). In addition, we use the survey mode observations and the power density of the electric field expressed in mV m$^{-1}$ Hz$^{-1/2}$.

2.2 Selected CSES Orbits above NWC transmitter and its conjugate point

In the investigated period, we have selected orbits with a power density higher than 0.015 mV m$^{-1}$ Hz$^{-1/2}$. This intensity level leads us to find specific events (date, time, power density and geomagnetic coordinate) which occurred above NWC transmitter station and its conjugate region. The most intense events are recorded when the satellite was above the transmitter station which happened each 5 d. In addition, almost all events are observed when the CSES satellite is on the night side of the Earth and only one case occurs on dayside. Tables 1 and 2 list the main orbital parameters of the most intense events: the observation day, the observation time, the orbit type (i.e. “1” for night-side and “0” for day-side), the power density in mV m$^{-1}$ Hz$^{-1/2}$, and the geomagnetic coordinates. Figure 1 displays the considered orbits versus the latitude and the longitude coordinate. The green, blue, violet, yellow and red colors correspond, respectively, to the power density intervals [0.0001–0.015], [0.015–0.020], [0.020–0.025], [0.025–0.030] and [0.030–0.116] expressed in mV m$^{-1}$ Hz$^{-1/2}$. We note in Fig. 1 that the intense radio emissions appear when the satellite orbits were approaching the transmitter conjugate region in the northern hemisphere. Those emissions occur the first 10 d of September 2019. Later on, the most intense radiations happened when the CSES satellite was above the NWC transmitter station.

2.3 VLF radio transmitter beam

The VLF transmitter signal vary at several occasions depending on the satellite locations above NWC ground-based station. For this, we study the variation of the VLF emission taken into consideration three distances as shown in the sketch of Fig. 2. The first distance “$d_1$” is the altitude of the satellite, the second one is “$d_2$” that indicates the distance between the NWC station and the CSES projected orbit, and the third distance “$d_3$” is equal to $\sqrt{(d_1)^2 + (d_2)^2}$. This simple geometrical configuration leads us to study the variation of the electric field power density versus the distance “$d_3$”. This distance describes the motions (e.g. far or close) of the CSES satellite orbits with regard to surrounding regions of NWC transmitter station, and its conjugate region. A second parameter called “$\Omega$” is derived from the relation $\Omega = 2 \cdot \tan^{-1}\left(\sqrt{\frac{d_2}{d_1}}\right)$. The distance “$d_3$” and the an-
Figure 1. Variation of CSES selected trajectories versus the geographical coordinates. Green, blue, violet, yellow and red colors correspond, respectively, to power density intervals: $[10^{-3} - 1.5 \times 10^{-3}]$, $[1.5 \times 10^{-3} - 2.0 \times 10^{-3}]$, $[2.0 \times 10^{-3} - 2.5 \times 10^{-3}]$, $[2.5 \times 10^{-3} - 3.0 \times 10^{-3}]$ and $[3.0 \times 10^{-3} - 11.6 \times 10^{-3}]$ expressed in mV m$^{-1}$ Hz$^{-1/2}$.

Table 1. This table lists the main orbital parameters of CSES trajectories above the NWC station: the observation day, the time observation, the night side (1) or dayside (0) orbit, the power density and the latitude and longitude magnetic coordinates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Up</th>
<th>Flux</th>
<th>Lat. Degree</th>
<th>Long. Degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sept. UT Do</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>18:36:25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1046</td>
<td>$-31.10$</td>
<td>$-174.07$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>18:36:31</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0724</td>
<td>$-29.57$</td>
<td>$-174.32$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>18:19:08</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0370</td>
<td>$-23.05$</td>
<td>$-170.78$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>18:55:44</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0644</td>
<td>$-27.53$</td>
<td>$-179.84$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>18:36:32</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0813</td>
<td>$-28.13$</td>
<td>$-174.59$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>18:17:56</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0537</td>
<td>$-26.47$</td>
<td>$-169.90$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>18:02:34</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0288</td>
<td>$-12.53$</td>
<td>$-168.30$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>18:53:03</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0484</td>
<td>$-36.20$</td>
<td>$-177.36$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>18:35:54</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0736</td>
<td>$-29.06$</td>
<td>$-174.27$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>18:17:11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0395</td>
<td>$-27.82$</td>
<td>$-169.45$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>19:11:29</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0271</td>
<td>$-36.88$</td>
<td>$-177.36$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>18:55:17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0285</td>
<td>$-26.19$</td>
<td>$-179.95$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>18:35:01</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0927</td>
<td>$-30.79$</td>
<td>$-173.73$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>18:17:03</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0449</td>
<td>$-26.69$</td>
<td>$-169.64$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>18:34:42</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1159</td>
<td>$-30.27$</td>
<td>$-173.75$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. This table lists the same orbital parameters of CSES trajectories as in Table 1 but at NWC conjugate region.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Up</th>
<th>Flux</th>
<th>Lat. Degree</th>
<th>Long. Degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sept. UT Do</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>18:35:11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0482</td>
<td>$+35.23$</td>
<td>$+176.13$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>18:15:26</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0411</td>
<td>$+32.37$</td>
<td>$-178.84$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>17:55:51</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0433</td>
<td>$+30.23$</td>
<td>$-174.12$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>17:37:03</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0420</td>
<td>$+31.12$</td>
<td>$-170.12$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>18:14:25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0343</td>
<td>$+29.64$</td>
<td>$-178.16$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>17:55:12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0282</td>
<td>$+28.96$</td>
<td>$-173.71$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>17:38:21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0298</td>
<td>$+37.15$</td>
<td>$-171.99$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>18:13:17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0309</td>
<td>$+26.61$</td>
<td>$-177.32$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>07:17:22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0273</td>
<td>$+32.85$</td>
<td>$+179.17$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>17:51:39</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0291</td>
<td>$+21.41$</td>
<td>$-171.40$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>17:33:51</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0283</td>
<td>$+26.24$</td>
<td>$-168.31$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

gle “$\Omega$” are used hereafter to characterize the emission beam as recorded by CSES satellite. A condition on the distance “$d_3$”, i.e. $d_3 < 1000$ km, has been considered in the selection of CSES orbits. This leads to keep neighboring distances between the CSES projected orbits and the NWC transmitter station and its conjugate point.

Figure 3 shows the variation of the electric field power density (expressed in mV m$^{-1}$ Hz$^{-1/2}$) versus the distance “$d_3$” (upper panel) and versus the half-opening angle “$\Omega/2$” (lower panel). Those CSES observations were recorded in the southern hemisphere when the...
Figure 2. Sketch of the key geometrical parameters used to estimate the NWC beam variation.

Figure 3. Variation of the power density versus the distance (a) and the half-opening angle (b) above the NWC transmitter region. The color codes are similar to those used in Fig. 1.

satellite crossed NWC station. First, we find a progressive decrease of the power density when the distance “d3” increases, i.e. 0.12 mV m\(^{-1}\) Hz\(^{-1/2}\) for 517 km, 0.07 mV m\(^{-1}\) Hz\(^{-1/2}\) for 600 km, 0.05 mV m\(^{-1}\) Hz\(^{-1/2}\) for 700 km and 0.04 mV m\(^{-1}\) Hz\(^{-1/2}\) for 800 km. The power density maximum occurs when the distance “d2” was about 100 km, very close to NWC station. The half-opening angle is found to vary between 14° and 65° with a tiny increase followed by a diminution when the distance increases, i.e. 0.05 mV m\(^{-1}\) Hz\(^{-1/2}\) for 14°, 0.11 mV m\(^{-1}\) Hz\(^{-1/2}\) for 18°,
0.07 mV m$^{-1}$ Hz$^{-1/2}$ for 20° and 0.04 mV m$^{-1}$ Hz$^{-1/2}$ for 50°. Combining both panels, one note that power densities reach maximum values when the half-opening angles are small.

Figure 4 displays the variation of the power density versus the distance “d$^3$” (upper panel) and the half-opening angle “Ω/2” (lower panel). Those electric field measurements were recorded when CSES satellite orbits were approximately above the NWC conjugate point in the northern hemisphere. Power density exhibits modulations versus the distance at four occasions, i.e. 0.032 mV m$^{-1}$ Hz$^{-1/2}$ for 630 km, 0.048 mV m$^{-1}$ Hz$^{-1/2}$ for 727 km, 0.037 mV m$^{-1}$ Hz$^{-1/2}$ for 910 km, and 0.028 mV m$^{-1}$ Hz$^{-1/2}$ for 998 km. The respective modulations appear in the second panel of Fig. 4 with half-opening angles in the order of 37.7, 47.8, 57.0, and 60°. Around the third modulation (i.e. 0.37 mV m$^{-1}$ Hz$^{-1/2}$, 910 km, 57°) one notes quasi-absence of the signal where the background is dominant.

3 Discussion

We consider in this analysis the radio wave signal emitted by NWC transmitter at frequency of 19.79 kHz and detected by the electric field detector (EDF) onboard CSES low Earth orbit satellite. We have selected particular orbits where the electric power density is higher than 0.05 mV m$^{-1}$ Hz$^{-1/2}$. This leads us to study the variation of the electric field measurements specifically above the NWC transmitter station and its conjugate point. We attempt to quantify the variation of the power density taken into consideration two key geometrical parameters: (a) the distance between the satellite and the locations of NWC station and its conjugate point, and (b) the half-opening angle of the beam.

It is clear from this study that the power density behavior is totally different considering the two investigated locations. The role of the Earth’s ionosphere is crucial because it disturbs the VLF signal along its ray path. Such disturbances occur when the satellite trajectory is far from the transmitter station. We show that the significant beam has a half-opening angle of about 15°. In this case, the maximum of power density is found of about 0.12 mV m$^{-1}$ Hz$^{-1/2}$ for a distance between the satellite and NWC station of nearly 517 km. On NWC conjugate region, the power density observed is lower 0.032 mV m$^{-1}$ Hz$^{-1/2}$ with half-opening of about 38°. The attenuation and the scattering of the NWC signal is more evident in the conjugate region. Our results is in agreement with Parrot et al. (2009) who showed extensions in longitude of the conjugate region and confinements above transmitter station. Additionally, Lefeuvre et al. (2013) demonstrated that the radio waves propagate from lower ionosphere to the DEMETER satellite altitude at about 700 km.
It is essential to note that a hollow cone beam might be considered in the case of the VLF radio signal above the NWC station. The main reason is the weak disturbances of the radio signal as shown in Fig. 3. Hence, the hollow cone feature is characterized by a half-opening angle where the power density reduces when the distance increases. However, the half-opening angle exhibits different behavior with an increase from 14 to 18° followed by a decrease from 18 to 50°. In addition, the power density increases from 0.04 to 0.11 mV m\(^{-1}\) Hz\(^{-1/2}\) and then decreases to 0.05 mV m\(^{-1}\) Hz\(^{-1/2}\). The hollow cone concept can only be considered if the distances and the half-opening angles display similar dependence on the power density variation.

The situation is different above the conjugate regions where a hollow cone cannot be considered. The presence of modulations could be interpreted as an effect of the ionosphere on the radio wave signal propagations. The disturbed VLF signals appear at an altitude of about 630 km with a half-opening angle of 37.7° above conjugate regions, and only 517 km and 14° when CSES satellite is above NWC station.

Figure 5 shows the normalised distribution of the power density and the half-opening angle above the ground-based transmitter and at the conjugate point. The color codes are used to distinguish the four power density levels as shown in Figs. 1, 3 and 4. The VLF intense signal (i.e. red color) recorded above the transmitter station is found more extended and cover the range 0.030–0.116 mV m\(^{-1}\) Hz\(^{-1/2}\), as displayed in the upper-left panel of Fig. 5, with a mean of about 0.048 mV m\(^{-1}\) Hz\(^{-1/2}\). At the conjugate point, the intense signal (i.e. red color) is narrowed to the interval 0.030–0.050 mV m\(^{-1}\) Hz\(^{-1/2}\), as illustrated in the lower-left panel of Fig. 5. In this case, the mean is found smaller in the order of 0.005 mV m\(^{-1}\) Hz\(^{-1/2}\). Nevertheless, the power density distribution is similar in both hemispheres when the intensity level is smaller than 0.030 mV m\(^{-1}\) Hz\(^{-1/2}\). This intensity level boundary leads us to distinguish the following features in the half-opening angle distributions (two left panels in Fig. 5). Hence, the intense emission (i.e. red color) recorded above NWC station exhibits a well Gaussian distribution fully distinctive from the other ones, as shown in the upper-right panel of Fig. 5. This is not the case when the satellite is above the conjugate point as displayed in the lower-right panel of Fig. 5. These features allow inferring the only existence of a hollow cone when CSES satellite is above NWC ground-based station. The edge of the beam cone can be estimated from Fig. 5, i.e. upper-right panel, by considering the half-opening angles associated to the power density between 1.6 \(\times\) 10\(^{-3}\) and 0.029 mV m\(^{-1}\) Hz\(^{-1/2}\), i.e. blue, violet and yellow curves. The averaged value of the edge is of about 10°.
4 Conclusion

We have investigated in this analysis the detection of the NWC transmitter signal by CSES satellite. The orbits have been selected above the NWC station and in the conjugate region. In addition, we only consider the electric power density higher than 0.05 mV m\(^{-1}\) Hz\(^{-1/2}\). This leads us to estimate key geometrical parameters that can be derived from the satellite orbit trajectories above both regions and their corresponding beams. We have shown a dependence of the power density on the distance and the half-opening angle. The beam behavior is subject to significant disturbances in the conjugate region with the presence of modulations in the detected signal. Above the NWC transmitter station, the beam can be considered as a hollow cone but with inconsistency dependence of the half-opening angle on the power density. Future investigation will emphasize on the analysis of other transmitters that may help us to a better understanding of the lower ionosphere behavior.
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